

























CONSIDERABLE  INTEREST  AND  ACTIVITIES  IN  THE  ACADEMIC  AND 
INDUSTRIAL  DOMAINS  4HE  IMPACT  OF  SIZE  REDUCTION  ON  THESE 
PROPERTIES  AND  THE  CONCOMITANT  ENHANCED  ROLE  OF  THE 






;=  4O  A  LARGE  EXTENT  ITS  SPECTRAL  PROPERTIES  WAVELENGTH 
AND WIDTH  CAN  BE  ADJUSTED  BY  TAILORING  THE  PARTICLE  SHAPE 
SPHERE ROD DISK TRIANGLE CUBE CAGE 	 SIZE COMPOSITION 
BIMETALLIC  OR  HYBRID  PARTICLES	  STRUCTURE  CORESHELL	  AND 
ENVIRONMENT SOLID OR LIQUID MATRIX POROSITY OR ANISOTROPY OF 
THE  SURROUNDING  MATERIAL  BOUND  MOLECULES  PRESENCE  OF 
OTHER NANOOBJECTS 	 ;= 4HE LATTER DEPENDENCE MAKES 
METAL  NANOPARTICLES  LARGE  POTENTIAL  TOOLS  AS  OPTICAL 
NANOSENSORS OF THEIR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT OVER A RANGE OF ABOUT 
THEIR  SIZE  IE  MUCH  SMALLER  THAN  THE  OPTICAL  WAVELENGTH 
;=  4HEREFORE PROPER DESIGN OF  A METAL NANOPARTICLE 
SIZE AND SHAPE AND DETAILED MODELLING OF THEIR EFFECTS ON ITS 
PROPERTIES  ARE  IMPORTANT  PROBLEMS  IN  NANOSCIENCES  AND 
NANOTECHNOLOGY WITH DIRECT  IMPACT  IN  THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
PLASMONIC  NANOMATERIALS  OR  ON  THEIR  USE  AS  CHEMICAL  AND 
BIOLOGICAL  SENSORS  )N  THIS  CONTEXT  GOLD  IS  ONE OF  THE MOST 
STUDIED MATERIALS DUE TO MANY ADVANTAGES SUCH AS CHEMICAL 





NONLINEAR  OPTICAL  RESPONSES  ;=  (OWEVER  DETAILED 
AND QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF THE OBTAINED DATA AND THEIR 
PRECISE COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS ARE HAMPERED BY 
THE  UNAVOIDABLE  NANOPARTICLE  SIZE  SHAPE  AND  ENVIRONMENT 
¾UCTUATIONS  OF  THE  SYNTHESISED  NANOOBJECTS  0RECISE 
DETERMINATION  OF  THEIR  PROPERTIES  AND  CORRELATION  WITH  THE 
THEORETICAL  MODELS  AS  WELL  AS  TECHNOLOGICAL  DEVELOPMENTS 
SUCH AS NANOMETRIC RESOLUTION SENSORS REQUIRE INVESTIGATION 
OF A SINGLE OBJECT 
$ETECTION  OF  A  SINGLE  LUMINESCENT  NANOOBJECT  IS  NOW  A 
ROUTINE EXPERIMENT APPLIED TO STUDY THEIR INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES 
OR  USE  THEM AS  LABELLERS  ;= /BSERVATION OF  SINGLE  VERY
WEAKLY  LUMINESCENT OBJECTS  SUCH AS METALLIC NANOPARTICLES  IS 
MORE  DIF½CULT  4HE  HIGH  SPATIAL  RESOLUTION  OF  THE  NEAR  ½ELD 
OPTICAL  TECHNIQUE  3./-	 HAS  ½RST BEEN EXPLOITED  TO DETECT 
SINGLE  GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  ;=  4HE  COMPLEXITY  OF  THESE 
STUDIES AND OF THEIR INTERPRETATION DUE TO TIPPARTICLE INTERACTION 
;= HAS  FOSTERED THE DEVELOPMENT OF  FAR½ELD TECHNIQUES  )T 
REQUIRES  EITHER  DETECTION OF  ITS  DIRECT  EFFECT  ON  THE  INCIDENT 





MEASURED  AND  CALCULATED  SPECTRA  &INALLY  ITS  APPLICATION  TO 






OF  SIZE MUCH  SMALLER  THAN  THE BEAM DIAMETER  LOCALISED AT 
POINT XY	 IN THE PLANE PERPENDICULAR TO THE BEAM PROPAGATION 
THE BEAM EXTINCTION IS GIVEN BY
  ¥0  0 I ¯ 0 T  SEXT )XY	         	
WHERE )XY	 IS THE INTENSITY SPATIAL PRO½LE IN THE PARTICLE PLANE 









BEYOND  THE  SENSITIVITY  LIMIT  OF  CONVENTIONAL  SPECTROSCOPIC 
TECHNIQUES BUT CAN BE EASILY DETECTED USING LOCKIN DETECTION 
METHODS PROVIDED THAT THIS ABSORBED FRACTION IS MODULATED 
4HIS  IS  THE  MAIN  CONCEPT  OF  THE  3PATIAL  -ODULATION 
3PECTROSCOPY TECHNIQUE WE RECENTLY DEVELOPED THE POSITION 
OF  THE  NANOPARTICLE  IS MODULATED  IN  THE  FOCAL  PLANE OF  THE 
4HE ½RST INVESTIGATIONS OF A SINGLE METAL NANOPARTICLE WERE 
PERFORMED  BY  DETECTING  THEIR  LIGHT  SCATTERING  ;=  !S 
SCATTERING EF½CIENCY DECREASES WITH THE SQUARE OF THE PARTICLE 
VOLUME 6  ;=  THESE  STUDIES  ARE  LIMITED  TO  RELATIVELY  LARGE 
PARTICLE  SIZES  DIAMETERS  LARGER  THAN    NM  FOR  GOLD 
NANOSPHERES  AND  DOWN  TO  ABOUT    NM  USING  HETERODYNE 





DETECTION  OF  A  SINGLE  GOLD  PARTICLE  HAS  BEEN  PERFORMED 
INDIRECTLY  VIA MONITORING  THE  INDUCED  LOCAL  HEATING  OF  THE 
PARTICLE AND ITS ENVIRONMENT ;= $IRECT DETECTION OF THE FAR
½ELD OPTICAL EXTINCTION OF A SINGLE METAL GOLD	 NANOPARTICLE 
HAS  BEEN  RECENTLY  REPORTED  USING  A  SPATIALMODULATION 
SPECTROSCOPY 3-3	 TECHNIQUE ;= 4HIS IS BASED ON SPATIAL 
MODULATION  OF  THE  POSITION  OF  THE  STUDIED  PARTICLE  AND 
DETECTION OF THE CONCOMITANT MODULATION OF THE TRANSMITTED 
LIGHT  ENERGY  4HOUGH  EXTINCTION  IS  MEASURED  FOR  A  SMALL 
PARTICLE  THE  SCATTERING  CONTRIBUTION  CAN  BE  NEGLECTED  AND 
THE  MEASURED  SIGNAL  DIRECTLY  CONNECTED  TO  ITS  ABSORPTION 
#OMPARED TO OTHER APPROACHES IT HAS THE LARGE ADVANTAGES 
OF  PERMITTING  A  QUANTITATIVE  DETERMINATION  OF  THE  SINGLE 
NANOPARTICLE  CROSSSECTION  OF  REQUIRING  ONLY  A  MODERATE 
BRIGHTNESS  SOURCE  AND  OF  BEING  EASILY  COMBINABLE  WITH 
NONLINEAR OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS ;=



























AMPLITUDES  DFOPT  OR  D
F
OPT  SPATIAL  RESOLUTION  IS  ONLY  SLIGHTLY 
DEGRADED  THESE  VALUES  ARE  SYSTEMATICALLY  USED  IN  3-3 
MEASUREMENTS 
4HE  EXPERIMENTAL  SETUP  FOR  3-3  MEASUREMENTS  IS 
SCHEMATICALLY  SHOWN  IN  &IG   4HE  INCIDENT  LIGHT  IS  FOCUSED 
ONTO THE SAMPLE SURFACE USING A X MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE 
WITH  .UMERICAL  !PERTURE    4HE  SAMPLE  IS  PERIODICALLY 
TRANSLATED IN THE FOCAL PLANE AT A FREQUENCY OF ABOUT  K(Z 
BY MEANS OF A PIEZOELECTRIC ELEMENT !S IN ALL FAR½ELD STUDIES 
THE  LIMITED  SPATIAL  RESOLUTION  ROUGHLY  HALF  THE  OPTICAL 
WAVELENGTH	  IS  OVERCOME  BY  USING  DILUTED  SYSTEMS  4HEIR 
SURFACE DENSITY IS TYPICALLY LESS THAN ONE PARTICLE PER M SO 
THAT ONLY ONE PARTICLE  IS  IN  THE OPTICALLY PROBED ZONE 4HEY 
WERE  PREPARED  BY  SPINCOATING  VERY  DILUTED  NANOPARTICLE 




TRANSMISSION  4  SIMULTANEOUSLY  MEASURED  USING  A  DIGITAL 
VOLTMETER  4HE  SAMPLE  IS MOUNTED ONTO  A  XY  PIEZOELECTRIC 
TRANSLATION  STAGE  TO  RECORD  TWODIMENSIONAL  IMAGES  OF  THE 





LIGHT BEAM WHICH  RESULTS  IN A MODULATION OF 0T  IE OF  THE 
MEASURED SAMPLE TRANSMISSION &IG 	 
)F  THE MODULATION AMPLITUDE D  IS MUCH SMALLER  THAN  THE 





7HEN  RECOVERING  THE  MODULATED  TRANSMISSION  AT  THE 
FUNDAMENTAL  F OR  SECOND HARMONIC F  FREQUENCY A  SIGNAL 
PROPORTIONAL  TO  THE  ½RST  OR  SECOND  DERIVATIVES  OF  )XY	  IS 
OBTAINED RESPECTIVELY )N BOTH CASES QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF 






BE  CALCULATED  NUMERICALLY  4HE  RESULTS  OF  SUCH  CALCULATION 
PERFORMED FOR A 'AUSSIAN BEAM PRO½LE )XY	 WITH A FULLWIDTH
ATHALFMAXIMUM  D  ARE  SHOWN  IN  &IG    !S  EXPECTED  THE 
SPATIAL PRO½LES OF ¥44  ¥00I DEMODULATED AT F OR F SHOW 
DERIVATIVELIKE  PRO½LES  SIMILAR  TO  THE  VERY  SMALL  AMPLITUDE 
REGIME 	 (OWEVER  SIGNI½CANT DISTORTIONS ARE OBSERVED AS 
D BECOMES COMPARABLE TO THE BEAM DIAMETER #ONCOMITANTLY 
THE ¥44  AMPLITUDE DECREASES  &IG  	  ! MAXIMUM OF  THE 










































ASTIGMATISM  IS  NEGLIGIBLE	  4HE  MODULATION  AMPLITUDE 
IN¾UENCES  THE  SIGNAL  SHAPE  ALONG  THE  Y  DIRECTION  BUT  ONLY 
WEAKLY ITS AMPLITUDE PROVIDED THAT D VALUES CLOSE TO DFFOPT  ARE 
USED &IG 	
4HE  AMPLITUDE  OF  THE  MEASURED  XY  PRO½LES  IS  THUS 
DETERMINED  BY  THE  SINGLE  PARTICLE  EXTINCTION  CROSSSECTION 
PERMITTING  ITS  QUANTITATIVE  DETERMINATION  )T  HAS  BEEN 
MEASURED  FOR  A  GOLD  NANOSPHERE  WITH  DIAMETER  DOWN  TO 
 NM AT L   NM CLOSE TO THEIR SURFACE PLASMON RESONANCE 
WAVELENGTH  ABOUT    NM  ;=  !CTUALLY  SUCH  A 
FULL  XY  SIGNAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE  IS NOT  REQUIRED  IF  THE  FOCAL 
SPOT SIZE  IS ½RST PRECISELY CALIBRATED !S STRESSED ABOVE THIS 
CAN  BE  DONE  USING  A  SINGLE  NANOPARTICLE  AS  A  PROBE  THE 
MAXIMUM ¥44 AMPLITUDE AT F OR F THEN DIRECTLY TRANSLATING 
INTO THE SEXT VALUE ;=
4HE  ABSORPTION  CROSSSECTION  OF  A  NANOPARTICLE  BEING 
PROPORTIONAL TO ITS VOLUME ;= THE OBSERVED ¥44 AMPLITUDE 
FOR A NANOPARTICLE FROM A GIVEN SAMPLE WITH MEAN DIAMETER 
$  ¾UCTUATES  FROM  PARTICLE  TO  PARTICLE  DUE  TO  THEIR  SIZE 
DISPERSION  )N  EACH  SAMPLE  THE  STATISTICS  OF  THE MAXIMUM 
AMPLITUDES SHOWS A MONOMODAL DISTRIBUTION WITH A DISPERSION 
IN  QUANTITATIVE  AGREEMENT  WITH  THE  4%-  MEASURED  SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION  OF  THE  INITIAL  COLLOIDAL  SOLUTION  &IG  	  4HIS 
AGREEMENT TOGETHER WITH THE ABSENCE OF ANY WEAK SIGNAL OUT 
OF  THE  DISTRIBUTION  CON½RMS  THAT  SINGLE  NANOPARTICLES  ARE 
OBSERVED  %XPERIMENTS  PERFORMED  IN  DIFFERENT  SAMPLES 
WITH MEAN DIAMETER RANGING FROM  TO  NM SHOW THAT THE 
MEAN  ¥44  AMPLITUDE  AND  THUS  THE  MEAN  SEXT  IS  ALMOST 


































PRO½LE  X	  AND  THE  MODULATION  SIGNAL  SHAPE  Y	  4HEIR  ½TS  YIELD  THE 











NANOPARTICLE  EXTINCTION  DOMINATED  BY  ABSORPTION  FOR  THE 
STUDIED SIZE RANGE &URTHERMORE THE MEASURED SEXT VALUES ARE 
IN GOOD QUANTITATIVE AGREEMENT WITH THE COMPUTED ONES FOR 
GOLD  NANOPARTICLES  DEPOSITED  ON  GLASS  USING  THE  AVERAGE 
MEDIUM  APPROACH  IE  USING  A  MEAN  AIRGLASS  DIELECTRIC 




#OMBINING  THE  ABOVE  SPATIAL  MODULATION  MICROSCOPY 
SYSTEM WITH A TUNEABLE LIGHT SOURCE EXTINCTION SPECTRUM OF A 
SINGLENANOPARTICLE  CAN  BE  MEASURED  !S  ONLY  A  MEDIUM
BRIGHTNESS  SOURCE  TYPICALLY  A  FEW  7  IN  THE  SELECTED 
BANDWIDTH  OF    NM	  IS  REQUIRED  FOR  3-3  MEASUREMENT 






PULSE  TRAIN  OF  A  HOMEMADE  4ISAPPHIRE  FEMTOSECOND 
OSCILLATOR  OPERATING  AT    -(Z  REPETITION  RATE  4HE  ½BRE 










THE  CHARACTERISTIC  SHAPE  EXPECTED  FOR  QUASISPHERICAL  SMALL 
GOLD PARTICLES  IE  AN ENHANCED ABSORPTION DUE  TO  SURFACE 
PLASMON RESONANCE AROUND  NM	 OVERLAPPING THE RISE OF 
THE INTERBAND ABSORPTION THAT DOMINATES ON THE BLUE SIDE OF 
THE  SPECTRUM  ;=  )N  SYSTEMATIC  EXPERIMENTS  THIS 
CHARACTERISTIC  SPECTRAL  PRO½LE  IS  USED  TO  CRUDELY  SELECT  THE 
STUDIED  NANOOBJECT  &OR  INSTANCE  IN  THE  CASE  OF  GOLD 
NANOSPHERES THIS IS DONE BY CHECKING THE RELATIVE CHANGE OF 
THE SEXTL	  AMPLITUDE  FOR  A  WAVELENGTH  EITHER  CLOSE  TO  THE 
,302 OR AWAY FROM IT AND THE INTERBAND ABSORPTION IN THE RED 
PART  OF  THE  SPECTRUM  &IG  	  4HIS  TWOWAVELENGTH  TEST 
PERMITS  TO  QUICKLY  SELECT  OBJECTS  FOR  FULL  SPECTROSCOPIC 
INVESTIGATION  AND  TO  REJECT  THE  SMALL  FRACTION  OF  SPURIOUS 
ABSORBERS AS DUST PARTICLES OR AGGREGATES 
4HE MEASURED SPECTRA EXHIBIT LARGE DEPENDENCIES ON THE 
LINEAR  POLARISATION  DIRECTION  OF  THE  INCIDENT  LIGHT  WITH 
CORRELATED  EXTREMA  OF  THE  AMPLITUDE  AND  ,302 WAVELENGTH 
FOR  PERPENDICULAR  POLARISATION  DIRECTIONS  &IG  	  4HIS 
DEPENDENCE ON THE POLARISATION DIRECTION IS FURTHER ILLUSTRATED 
BY THE POLAR PLOT OF SEXT AT  NM CLEARLY SHOWING MAXIMUM 
AND  MINIMUM  SEXT  AMPLITUDES  ALONG  THE    AND   
DIRECTIONS  RESPECTIVELY  INSET  OF  &IG  	  3UCH  POLARISATION 
&IGURE 



















%XTINCTION  SPECTRUM  OF  A  SINGLE  GOLD  NANOPARTICLE  MEASURED  FOR 
UNPOLARISED  BLACK  DOTS	  AND  LINEARLY  POLARISED  LIGHT  ALONG  THE  MAIN 
PARTICLE AXES IN THE SURFACE PLANE RED AND BLUE TRIANGLES FOR LIGHT POLARISED 
ALONG THE  AND  POLARISATION DIRECTION RESPECTIVELY	 ,INES DENOTE 
½TS  USING  THE  SPHERICAL  FULL  LINE	  AND  ELLIPTICAL  DASHED  LINES	  PARTICLE 
APPROXIMATIONS RESPECTIVELY FOR UNPOLARISED AND LINEARLY POLARISED LIGHT 
4HE OPTICALLY DEDUCED PARTICLE DIAMETER  IS $   NM AND ITS ASPECT 
RATIO  H      4HE  INSET  SHOWS  THE  POLARISATION  DEPENDENCE  OF  THE 
ABSORPTION  CROSSSECTION  L    NM  WITH  RED  AND  BLUE  ARROWS 
DENOTING  THE  PARTICLE MAIN  AXES  IN  THE  SURFACE  PLANE  4HE  LINE  IS  A  ½T 





























OF  THE  PARTICLE  FROM  A  SPHERICAL  SHAPE  ;=  )T  HAS 
BEEN  USED  TO  EXTRACT  QUANTITATIVE  INFORMATION  ON  THE 
PARTICLE DEVIATION FROM SPHERICITY ASSUMING IT TAKES A SLIGHTLY 
ELLIPTICAL SHAPE 
4HE  ABSORPTION  CROSSSECTION  OF  A  SMALL  ELLIPSOID  MUCH 
SMALLER  THAN  THE OPTICAL WAVELENGTH	  OF  DIELECTRIC  CONSTANT 
E   E    I E  EMBEDDED  IN  AN HOMOGENEOUS MEDIUM WITH 
DIELECTRIC  CONSTANT EM  CAN BE ANALYTICALLY    CALCULATED USING 
THE  QUASISTATIC  APPROXIMATION  ;=  &OR  LIGHT  LINEARLY 
POLARISED ALONG THE I MAIN AXIS OF THE ELLIPSOID OF MAJOR AXIS 
HALFLENGTH A B AND C WITH A  B  C	 IT READS
                        
	
WHERE  6  IS  THE  PARTICLE  VOLUME  4HE  GEOMETRICAL  FACTORS  ,I 
DEPEND ON THE PARTICLE GEOMETRY ;= 4HEY REDUCE TO  FOR 
A  SPHERE  LEADING  TO  THE  WELLKNOWN  EXPRESSION  OF  THE 
ABSORPTION OF  A  SMALL  NANOSPHERE  KEEPING ONLY  THE DIPOLAR 
TERM IN THE -IE THEORY ;= 4HE METAL DIELECTRIC FUNCTION IN 
THE  NANOPARTICLE  E  CAN  BE  APPROXIMATED  BY  ITS  BULK  GOLD 
DIELECTRIC  FUNCTION  MODI½ED  BY  INTRODUCING  A  SURFACE 
SCATTERING TERM ;= !S THE  LATTER ALSO  IMPACTS THE SHAPE OF 
THE MEASURED SPECTRUM BROADENING THE ,302 IT CAN ALSO BE 






4HE  SHAPE  OF  THE  NANOPARTICLE  SPECTRUM  IS  ESSENTIALLY 







DIELECTRIC  CONSTANT  E  IT  CORRESPONDS  TO  THE  CONDITION 
;= 
        	
YIELDING THREE ,302 POLARISED ALONG THE ELLIPSOID MAIN AXES 













SMS <D> = 16.6nm
TEM
<> = 0.9













































ITS  MAIN  AXES  IN  THE  SUBSTRATE  PLANE  ;=  4HE  ASPECT 
RATIO  H  DIRECTLY  TRANSLATES  INTO  THE  MAXIMUM  ,302 
WAVELENGTH DISPLACEMENT $LLS302 WITH LIGHT POLARISATION IE 










                    
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OF  GOLD  NANOSPHERES  PERFORMING MEASUREMENTS  ON  THE  AS 
SPINCOATED SAMPLE OR AFTER ADDING A DROP OF POLYMER ;= )N 
THE FORMER CASE THE PARTICLES ARE SURROUNDED BY AIR AND THE 
GLASS  SUBSTRATE  AND  A  MEAN  ENVIRONMENT  REFRACTIVE  INDEX 
NM OF   IS DEDUCED  )N  THE  LATTER CASE WHERE  THEY ARE 
EMBEDDED  INTO  A  POLYMER  LAYER  NM  INCREASES  TO    A 
VALUE  CONSISTENT  WITH  THE  POLYMER  REFRACTIVE  INDEX  ;=  )N 
BOTH CASES LARGE PARTICLE TO PARTICLE ¾UCTUATIONS WITH STANDARD 
DEVIATION  OF    AND    WERE  OBSERVED  4HE  OBTAINED 
RESULT GIVES DIRECT EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR ¾UCTUATIONS OF 
THE  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT  INCLUDING  THE  REMAINING  SURFACTANT 
MOLECULES  BOUND  AT  THE  PARTICLE  SURFACE	  ON  A  NANOMETRIC 
SCALE WITHIN  THE SAME COMPOSITE MEDIUM  )T DEMONSTRATES 
THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  USING  NANOABSORBERS  AS  PROBES  OF  THEIR 
NANOENVIRONMENT WITH A POTENTIAL SENSITIVITY TO BOTH THE REAL 
AND  IMAGINARY  PARTS  OF  THE  LOCAL  REFRACTIVE  INDEX  ON  A 
NANOSCALE
4HE  NANOPARTICLE  VOLUME  6  IS  A  KEY  PARAMETER  IN  THE 
ABSORPTION  CROSSSECTION  AMPLITUDE  	  !S  QUANTITATIVE 
MEASUREMENTS ARE PERFORMED WITH THE 3-3 TECHNIQUE IT CAN 
ALSO  BE  DETERMINED  THROUGH  REPRODUCING  THE  SABS  OVERALL 








OPTICAL  CHARACTERISATION  OF  A  SINGLE  METAL  NANOPARTICLE  ITS 




EXTRACTED  PERFORMING  3-3 MEASUREMENTS WITH  UNPOLARISED 
LIGHT  !S  INFORMATION  ON  PARTICLE  ANISOTROPY  IS  LOST  THE 
MEASURED SPECTRA CAN BE ½TTED ASSUMING A NANOSPHERE IE 
USING 	 WITH ,I   AS ILLUSTRATED IN &IG  4HE EXTRACTED 
PARAMETERS  IE  HM  AND  PARTICLE  DIAMETER  $  THEN  LIES 
BETWEEN THOSE DEDUCED FROM FULL ANALYSIS OF THE POLARISATION 
DEPENDENT DATA USING THE PROLATE OR OBLATE SHAPE ASSUMPTION 
!S  LONG  AS  ONLY  THESE  PARAMETERS  ARE  REQUIRED  SUCH 
MEASUREMENTS ARE THUS SUF½CIENT 4HE STATISTICS OF THE GOLD 
NANOPARTICLE  DIAMETER  EXTRACTED  USING  THIS  APPROACH  IS 





4HE  ABOVE  3-3  TECHNIQUE  CAN  BE  EXTENDED  TO  OTHER 
NANOPARTICLE SHAPES AS ILLUSTRATED IN &IG  FOR GOLD NANORODS 




)N  CONTRAST  ITS  TRANSVERSE  ,302  POLARISED  IN  THE  PLANE 
PERPENDICULAR TO ITS LONG AXIS ONLY SLIGHTLY BLUE SHIFTS &IG 	 



















ONLY  A  WEAK  POLARISATION  CONTRAST  IS  OBSERVED  AROUND  THE 
TRANSVERSE ,302 WITH LS302  AROUND  NM &IG 	 4HIS CAN BE 
ATTRIBUTED TO A MAIN CONTRIBUTION FROM INTERBAND TRANSITIONS 
POLARISATION  INDEPENDENT  ABSORPTION	  THAT  STRONGLY OVERLAP 
THE  TRANSVERSE  ,302  IN  GOLD  NANORODS  4HE  MEASURED 
MAXIMUM AMPLITUDE OF THE EXTINCTION CROSSSECTION IS MUCH 
LARGER AT  THE  LONGITUDINAL  ,302  THAN  FOR  THE  TRANSVERSE ,302 










RESPONSE  SSCA  SABS  ¤  AND  AT  THE  TRANSVERSE  AND 
LONGITUDINAL ,302 WAVELENGTH RESPECTIVELY	 ;= 
!S 3-3 MEASUREMENTS ARE QUANTITATIVE AND YIELD ACCESS TO 
ALL  THE SPECTRAL  FEATURE OF THE NANOROD OPTICAL  RESPONSE ITS 
TRANSVERSE  AND  LONGITUDINAL  ,302  AS  WELL  AS  ITS  INTERBAND 






OF  RADIUS  $  HAS  BEEN  USED  ;=  !S  THE  OPTICAL  RESPONSE 
CANNOT BE CALCULATED ANALYTICALLY  FOR SUCH SHAPE MODELLING 
HAS  TO  BE  PERFORMED  NUMERICALLY  USING  $ISCRETE  $IPOLE 
!PPROXIMATION  $$!	  OR  &INITE  %LEMENT  -ETHOD  BOTH 
APPROACHES  PERMITTING  DESCRIPTION  OF  AN  ARBITRARY  SHAPE 
NANOOBJECT  ;=  3IMILAR  RESULTS  WERE  OBTAINED  USING 
EITHER METHOD WITH  EXCELLENT  REPRODUCTION  OF  THE  SPECTRAL 
POSITION WIDTH AND AMPLITUDE OF THE LONGITUDINAL RESONANCE 
AND  SLIGHT  DEVIATION  FOR  THE  TRANSVERSE  ONE  USING  ONLY  THE 
PARTICLE VOLUME AND ASPECT RATIO AS PARAMETERS	 4HIS MAINLY 
LIES  IN  OVERESTIMATION  OF  THE  COMPUTED  EXTINCTION  CROSS
SECTION OF THE TRANSVERSE ,302 AS COMPARED TO THE LONGITUDINAL 
ONE  ABOUT   TIMES  SMALLER  FOR  THE  TRANSVERSE  THAN  FOR  THE 
LONGITUDINAL 302 THE INTERBAND ABSORPTION AROUND  NM 
BEING ABOUT  TIMES SMALLER IN AGREEMENT WITH EXPERIMENTS 
&IG  	  4HIS  DISCREPANCY  WAS  ASCRIBED  TO  DEVIATION  OF  THE 
ACTUAL  NANOROD  GEOMETRY  FROM  THE  CHOSEN  MODEL  SHAPE 
!CTUALLY THE SHAPE OF THE END CAPS HAS AN IMPORTANT IMPACT 
ON  THE  ,302  PROPERTIES  AND  CAN  CORRECT  FOR  THE  ABOVE 
DISCREPANCY  ;=  (OWEVER  MORE  DETAILED  EXPERIMENTAL
THEORETICAL  COMPARISON  REQUIRES MORE  PRECISE  DE½NITION  OF 
THE ACTUAL NANOROD SHAPE FOR INSTANCE BY PERFORMING ELECTRON 








BE  ABOUT      AND    FOR  THE  TRIANGLES  DOTS  AND  SQUARES 
RESPECTIVELY	 %ACH SPECTRUM WAS MEASURED FOR THE DIRECTION OF THE LIGHT 

















500 600 700 800
&IGURE 
-EASURED EXTINCTION CROSS SECTION SEXT OF A SINGLE NANOROD FOR TWO LINEAR 
POLARISATIONS  PARALLEL  RED  DOTS	  OR  PERPENDICULAR  GREEN  SQUARES	  TO 
ITS  MAIN  AXIS  4HE  DASHED  LINES  ARE  THE  CORRESPONDING  COMPUTED 
SEXT ASSUMING A CIGARLIKE SHAPE WITH AN ASPECT RATIO H ¤  AND LENGTH , 
    NM  4HE  INSERT  SHOWS  A  POLAR  PLOT  OF  THE MEASURED  POLARISATION 












































WAVELENGTH  AND  AMPLITUDE  &IG  	  )N  PARTICULAR  FOR  AN 
ELLIPSOID  OF  ½XED  VOLUME  SLL302	  IS  EXPECTED  TO  INCREASE 
WITH LL302 IN CONTRAST TO THE EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION &IG 	 
PROBABLY BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENT VOLUME OF THE PARTICLE 4HIS 









,302  PEAK  WAVELENGTH  AND  ITS  WIDTH  VALUE  RANGING  FROM 







ESTIMATION  OF  THE  LINEAR  OR  NONLINEAR  OPTICAL  RESPONSE  OF  A 
SINGLE  NANOROD  FROM  ENSEMBLE MEASUREMENTS  EVEN  IF  THE 




/PTICAL  INSITU  DETECTION  AND  CHARACTERISATION  OF  A  SINGLE 
METAL  NANOPARTICLE  THROUGH  ITS  LINEAR  EXTINCTION  SIGNATURE 
OPENSUP MANY POSSIBILITIES FOR NONLINEAR OPTICS WITH A SINGLE 
NANOOBJECT  )N PARTICULAR ITS NONLINEAR OPTICAL RESPONSE OR ITS 
PROPERTIES  INVESTIGATED  BY  NONLINEAR  OPTICAL  SPECTROSCOPY 
COULD THEN BE QUANTITATIVELY  INTERPRETED IN CONNECTION WITH 
ITS SIZE AND GEOMETRY AS ILLUSTRATED ABOVE FOR ITS LINEAR OPTICAL 
RESPONSE	  )N  THIS  CONTEXT  EXTENSION  OF  TIMERESOLVED 
FEMTOSECOND  NONLINEAR  SPECTROSCOPY  TO  SINGLE  GOLD 
NANOPARTICLE  IS  PARTICULARLY  INTERESTING  ;=  3IMILARLY  TO 
ENSEMBLE MEASUREMENTS  IT  SHOULD  PERMIT  INVESTIGATION  OF 
THE PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF  ITS NONLINEAR OPTICAL  RESPONSE AND  ITS 
ELECTRONIC AND VIBRATIONAL  KINETICS  ;= .OTE  THAT AS  FOR 
NANOPARTICLE LINEAR OPTICS ENSEMBLE STUDIES YIELD INFORMATION 
AVERAGE  OVER  NANOPARTICLE  SIZE  SHAPE  AND  ENVIRONMENT 
DISPERSIONS  IN  THE  CASE  OF  NANOSPHERES  THIS  HAS  BEEN 
CIRCUMVENTED  BY  USING  SAMPLES  WITH  SMALL  SIZE  AND  SHAPE 




REQUIRES  THE DEVELOPMENT OF  FEMTOSECOND  SPECTROSCOPY OF 
SINGLE CHARACTERISED NANOPARTICLES
4HE  POSSIBILITY  OF  TIMERESOLVED  INVESTIGATION  OF  SINGLE 
METAL NANOPARTICLES HAS BEEN DEMONSTRATED USING NEAR ½ELD 
OPTICAL MICROSCOPY ON LARGE GOLD NANORODS ;= AND FAR ½ELD 
SCATTERING  OR  ABSORPTION  BASED  TECHNIQUES  IN  SPHERE  WITH 
$   NM	 WITH PICOSECOND RESOLUTION ;= 4HE SCATTERING 




CONTEXT  WE  HAVE  RECENTLY  SHOWN  THAT  COMBINING  3-3 
TECHNIQUE WITH A HIGH SENSITIVITY  FEMTOSECOND PUMPPROBE 
SETUP  NONLINEAR  STUDY  OF  A  SINGLE  SILVER  NANOSPHERE  WITH 
FEMTOSECOND RESOLUTION CAN BE PERFORMED FOR SIZE DOWN TO 
 NM  ;=  4HIS WAS OPTICALLY DETERMINED  FROM  THE  SINGLE 
PARTICLE  ABSORPTION  SPECTRUM  TIMERESOLVED  TRANSIENT 
ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS  BEING  THEN  PERFORMED  WITH  THE 
SAME  SETUP  YIELDING  PRECISE  INFORMATION  ON  THE  PARTICLE 
ELECTRONLATTICE  COUPLING  )N  THIS  TYPE  OF  EXPERIMENTS  THE 
TRANSIENT CHANGE OF THE PROBE TRANSMISSION ¥4PR INDUCED BY 
OPTICAL EXCITATION OF A SINGLE NANOPARTICLE BY THE PUMP PULSE 
IS  MONITORED  &IG  	  4HIS  IS  DIRECTLY  PROPORTIONAL  TO 
MODI½CATION  OF  THE  NANOPARTICLE  EXTINCTION  CROSSSECTION 
¥SEXTLPROBE	  PERMITTING  ITS  MEASUREMENT  ;=  !S  IN  METAL 
½LMS THE MEASURED TRANSIENT RESPONSE CAN THUS BE CONNECTED 
TO  THE  OPTICALLY  INDUCED  CHANGE  OF  THE  METAL  DIELECTRIC 





¥SEXTLPROBE		  OF  A  SINGLE  GOLD  NANOROD  WITH  ASPECT 
RATIO  H      IS  ILLUSTRATED  IN  &IG    !S  IN  ENSEMBLE 
MEASUREMENTS  ;= THE MEASURED AMPLITUDE VARIES  LINEARLY 
WITH  THE  PUMP  INTENSITY  4HOUGH  THESE  RESULTS  ARE  STILL 

































,302  CLEARLY  DEMONSTRATE  THAT  THE  NONLINEAR  RESPONSE  IS 






AT  THE  PUMP  WAVELENGTH  IS  KNOWN  THESE  MEASUREMENTS 
PERMIT  DIRECT  CONNECTION  BETWEEN  THE  NONLINEAR  RESPONSE 
AMPLITUDE  AND  ELECTRON  TEMPERATURE  RISE  AND  THUS 
QUANTITATIVE  COMPARISON  OF  THE  EXPERIMENTAL  DATA  WITH 
THEORETICAL MODELLING OF ITS OPTICAL NONLINEARITY 
  #ONCLUSION
/PTICAL  DETECTION  AND  SPECTROSCOPY  OF  A  SINGLE  METAL 
NANOPARTICLE WITH THE SPATIAL MODULATION TECHNIQUE IS OPENING
UP MANY POSSIBILITIES FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF NANOOBJECTS )T IS 
PRESENTLY  THE  ONLY  TECHNIQUE  PERMITTING  QUANTITATIVE 
MEASUREMENT OF THE EXTINCTION CROSSSECTION OF A SINGLE METAL 
NANOPARTICLE &OR A SMALL PARTICLE THE SCATTERING CONTRIBUTION 
TO  EXTINCTION  CAN  BE  NEGLECTED  AND  THE  MEASURED  SIGNAL 
DIRECTLY CONNECTED TO ITS ABSORPTION 4HIS PERMITS FULL OPTICAL 
DETERMINATION OF  ITS PROPERTIES  SIZE  SHAPE AND ORIENTATION   
IE OPTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE GEOMETRY OF AN OBJECT MUCH 
SMALLER  THAN  THE  OPTICAL  WAVELENGTH  4HE  STATISTICS  OF  THE 





SAME  NANOOBJECT  AS  RECENTLY  DEMONSTRATED  FOR  GOLD 
NANOSPHERE AND DIMERS ;= IS VERY PROMISING -ORE GENERALLY 
THIS APPROACH CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY ABSORBING SINGLE OBJECT
)N  SITU  OPTICAL  CHARACTERISATION  OF  A  SINGLE  NANOPARTICLE 
OPENSUP  MANY  PERSPECTIVES  FOR  THE  INVESTIGATION  OF  ITS 
PROPERTIES  AND  THEIR  CORRELATION  WITH  ITS  GEOMETRY  AND 
ENVIRONMENT  &OR  INSTANCE  USING  THE  EXTINCTION  SPECTRA  OF 
SINGLE  NANOPARTICLES  AS  A  PROBE OF  THEIR  LOCAL  ENVIRONMENT 
SPATIAL  ¾UCTUATION  OF  ITS  REFRACTIVE  INDEX  HAS  BEEN 
DEMONSTRATED  4HIS  OPENSUP  A  NEW  WAY  FOR  USING 
CHARACTERISED SINGLE NANOPARTICLES AS OPTICAL NANOPROBES OF 
MATERIALS  OR  FOR  SPECI½CALLY  FUNCTIONALISED  PARTICLES  AS 
NANOSENSORS  OR  BIOSENSORS  AVOIDING  THE  AVERAGING  EFFECT 
INHERENT  TO ENSEMBLE MEASUREMENTS 4HIS APPROACH  IS ALSO 
VERY  INTERESTING AS A CHARACTERISATION  TOOL  IN  SYSTEMS WHERE 
ELECTRON  MICROSCOPY  CANNOT  BE  USED  AS  FOR  INSTANCE  FOR 
EMBEDDED  NANOPARTICLES  )T  ALSO  CONSTITUTES  AN  IMPORTANT 
STEP FORWARD FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SINGLE NANOPARTICLE PROPERTIES 
USING NONLINEAR OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY 4HESE NONCONTACT AND 
NONDESTRUCTIVE  METHODS  ARE  IMPORTANT  INVESTIGATION  AND 
CHARACTERISATION  TOOLS OF NANOMATERIALS  IN PARTICULAR  IN  THE 




% #OTTANCIN -  0ELLARIN  *  ,ERMm ! !RBOUET / -USKENS 
0  ,ANGOT '  "ACHELIER  !  "RIOUDE  AND -0  0ILENI  FOR  THEIR 
ESSENTIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO PART OF THESE STUDIES AND FOR THEIR 
HELP  IN  THE  THEORETICAL  AND  EXPERIMENTAL  PARTS  OF  THIS 
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